
CHURCH DISCIPLINE - DISSOCIATION


Dissociate. What does dissociation look like in the process of church discipline specifically as 
delineated in the PCA Book of Church Order (Admonish, Suspend, Excommunicate)? There are 
two general viewpoints: (1) dissociation comes after excommunication, and (2) dissociation 
comes before excommunication. 


(1) Dissociation comes after excommunication, because of (a) belief in the “perseverance of 
the saints,” and (b) the emphasis is placed on the reformation of the sinner. Dissociation is 
considered to conflict with or mitigate attempts to disciple back towards full repentance. 
“At present [1949] there is in the Churches round about us a noticeable tendency to be lax 
in discipline, to place a one-sided emphasis on the reformation of the sinner through the 
ministry of the Word and—in some instances—through personal contacts with the 
sinner . . . ” (Berkhof, 601).


(2) Dissociation comes before excommunication, because it cannot be after excommunication. 
At that point the person is viewed as an unbeliever, and there are specific biblical teachings 
against not dissociating, being lights to the world around us, and so on. The question, then, 
becomes: when and in what ways can church members be admonished to dissociate 
during attempts to restore the sinner? 


Dissociation by church members must be viewed within the context of the practice of 
discipline by Church leaders. Since the mid-twentieth century, the Church has tended to 
overcompensate from the previous generation(s).


Previously, discipline was practiced by (1) attempting to fulfill Mat 18 by (a) first attempting to 
go in private to the person, then absent willingness to listen, (b) citing the involved people to 
appear before the Session in order to attempt communication and reconciliation; (2) absent 
willingness to comply, (a) public announcement naming the sin committed, calling the sinner to 
return to fellowship, and instructing church members to dissociate, then, absent willingness to 
turn, (b) public announcement of who had sinned; finally (3) public announcement of 
excommunication. Church members were in most cases required to participate by dissociation 
throughout stage two. This practice of discipline often tended to be one-sided in attempting to 
keep the Church pure of sin without proper regard for the sinner. The weaknesses of this 
approach are possibly based on the assumptions that individuals are less than special 
creations of God, or at least less important than the whole, and that God is not good.


Since the rise of what has been called ‘therapeutism,’ churches have tended to be one-sided in 
attempting to reinstate the sinner, without proper regard for the rest of the church and the 
society around it. ‘Never say by way of excuse that after all it’s only one case” (Moffett, 602). 
The preponderance of opinion is that the sinner is a child of God, and because of the doctrine 
of perseverance of the saints, it is only a matter of time until the sinner repents and is restored. 
The evil of the sin and its possible spread and/or God’s reputation tends to be downplayed. 
Sometimes, 1 Corinthians 5 is completely ignored, except possibly at the final act of 
excommunication. The weaknesses of this approach are possibly based on the assumptions 
that human hearts, at least of Christians, are not basically evil and can be known from outward 
signs, and that evil is less real than God.


Ultimately, both of these approaches are one-sided, because they stem from human 
assumptions about reality and about humans that are simplistic and lump all reality into one. 
What is needed is an approach that eschews false assumptions, and instead is based on 
choosing biblical starting points that reflect two realities. Here is a suggested outline for 
proceeding: 




(1) recognize false assumptions (see list)

(2) study and learn biblical starting points (similar to assumptions)

(3) restudy church discipline based on biblical starting points

(4) reform what is necessary in your church discipline: policies and procedures, including the 

suggestion to divide the task between (a) one responsible for protecting the church / 
rooting out evil, and (b) one responsible for reclaiming the sinner, since it is very difficult for 
any one person to be committed to both at the same time


(5) retrain leaders

(6) educate church members

(7) restart.
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Starting points

Type 1 

(Stephen Hawking)

            Type 2  

(Oprah / Deepak Chopra)

Type 3 
(Jesus Christ)

The Nature  
of Reality

Material Nature 

only (non abstract)

Insubstantial only: 
Abstract / Spiritual

Creator God and created 
universe

Self-creating

Natural selection / 
random

Natural laws operate

No god / spiritual

Everything = projection

Everything = sacred /
special

No objective reality

Everything moving towards 
unity / oneness

God is distinct (not the same)

2 realities in tandem

Creation includes substantial 
& insubstant

God works distinctly through 
created means

Human 
Nature

Only atoms and/

or animal Projection Individual persons created 


in God’s image

Environment shapes

Nature has power

We have little power

We shape ourselves

We have ultimate power

I am god

Co-workers / stewards

Created straight

Go crooked

What is good I / we decide

Whatever works

Whatever achieves the ideal 
and / or frees me

No inherent evil

My tribe (Tribalism)

Only God is good

Covenant

Where one 
looks  

for answers

OUTSIDE

oneself / assumptions


(infers 2 distinct realities; 
more than just natural)

     Assumptions 
  (mixed continuum)

INSIDE

-Self / Tribe

-my/our system

-the universe

(everything in 1 box)
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